
YEAR 2 PLANNING FOR TUESDAY 17TH MARCH 2020 
Good morning, 
Well done to those of you who logged in to Active Learn yesterday! I hope you all understood the 
instructions for your work yesterday. You will be receiving house points for your efforts. Remember that 
you can earn your points if you log on too and you can move along the lily pads towards the book voucher! 
Today I have managed to get photos of the phonics book for my group if you did not collect the 
photocopies from school. I have also decided to set a Challenge of the day to be completed for 5 bonus 
points too- I hope you like it! 
  
Phonics 
Please complete your phonics sheet from yesterday if you haven’t already. Read through your work, just 
like we do in lessons, and check your spellings. Remember that you can read through the words again and 
you can practise spelling them in your handwriting book. I have also attached some games that you can 
play- look carefully to choose the correct ones for your group but you can play the others too if you like. 
  
Maths 
Aim: Recognise and use language relating to date, including days, weeks, months and years 
Listen to and sing the songs to remind you of the days of the week and months of the year. 
Using the interactive calendar tool (link on Active Learn) to practise answering the questions about 
calendars- READ THEM CAREFULLY! (Make sure you select dd/mm/yyyy for the format of the date.) 
If you have your Abacus book, please complete page 48 and just the top part of page 49. Remember to 
complete your traffic lights to show me how you found the work and an adult can help you to check your 
answers. If you need to do a correction, please write it underneath instead of rubbing out. 
If you don’t have your book, or if you would like some extra practise, use sheets RS 612 and RS 613 (on 
Active learn) and add the events into your calendar on the correct dates. You could plan your own summer 
holiday too if you print an extra sheet. 
  
Literacy 
Choose at least 10 spellings from the list of Year 1 and 2 curriculum spellings that you have at home or 
attached to the email. Try to choose those that you find tricky and practise them in your handwriting book 
(use lined paper if you do not have this.) Next, try to write them in sentences- it could be a question, 
exclamation sentence, command or statement. Remember to use capital letters and the correct 
punctuation marks where needed. 
You also have your spelling lists to practise too on the usual sheets. 
  
Science- Parts of a plant 
In your Botanist Journals (after the Bean Diary entries) I would like you to draw a plant or flower. Try to 
give your page a heading/ title and make sure your drawing isn’t too small. You can choose a plant from 
your house or garden or one which is from the video on ActiveLearn or a book. Please label the stem, root, 
leaves, petals and any other parts that you know. Underneath you could write about what their jobs are. 
E.g. The roots help the plant to absorb water and nutrients from the soil. (There is also a video link to 
help you, or you can do your own search on the internet.) Write in full sentences and remember to colour 
your picture. (Use plain paper if you don’t have your Journal.) Feel free to take a photo and email it back to 
info@calpeschool.com so that I can see! 
            
Challenge of the day: do some yoga! (see the cosmic yoga video on Active Learn if you like) 
  
   
Please email to ask for help if there's anything you don't understand. 
Enjoy your Tuesday! 
Miss Emma 
 









 
 









 

 













































 


